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New engineering faculty members can be overwhelmed with transitioning from practitioner to teacher [1]. There is more to teaching than presenting what one knows, e.g., teaching also includes curriculum development, evaluating student learning, and advising [2]. There is more to being a faculty member than teaching, scholarship and service are also required. The new faculty member must learn about and engage in accreditation, outcomes assessment, community engagement and many other professional and institutional concerns [3]. Even with the benefit of a possessing a PhD in higher education, no one can perfectly accomplish every faculty expectation. Even senior faculty members work at continuous improvement of their technical and teaching abilities and must triage their time and talents. There are basic insights and tips that can help a new faculty member make a good start and travel a smoother road. This paper will summarize some of those basics with the aim of helping the new faculty member efficiently and successfully transition to their new role. The paper will focus on the interrelated areas of what content to teach, how to teach the content, and how to integrate the teaching domain with other faculty member roles.

What to Teach

The following strategies for determining content are all better than randomly selecting content but can fall short of meeting program outcomes [4].

- Teach what you were taught.
- Go through the book, e.g., a chapter a week.
- Go through a list of topics, e.g., a topic a week.

Ideally, course content is determined by planning the program’s curriculum so that the content of each course plays its part in achieving the program’s educational objectives [5], [6], [7]. This is unlikely to translate to any of the above bullets. Neither academic freedom nor faculty purview implies that the faculty member can teach whatever they want to [8], [9]. See Figure 1. In a well-functioning department, e.g., fully accredited with complete ABET approved syllabi, the new faculty member should be able to focus on interpreting the bases of each pyramid in Figures 1 and 2. In an imperfect scenario, e.g., the faculty member is teaching a new course with existing syllabus, he or she can fall back on the bullets above.

Program educational objectives and program student outcomes are commonly developed by input from and/or the benchmarking of the following [10].

- Accreditation, industry, and professional standards
- Alums
- Programs at other institutions
- Practitioners
- The direct supervisors, customers, and co-workers of practitioners
- Executives of the companies which employ graduates
- Advisory committees composed of any of the above, but especially practitioners
Figure 1. Faculty Curriculum Purview Hierarchy

- **Course name**
- **Course catalog description**
- **Course learning objectives**
- **Major instructional elements, e.g., lecture or lab**
- **Mid instructional elements, e.g., the textbook, how much lecture vs lab, web or on campus, where or when taught, who teaches it**
- **Micro instructional elements, e.g., specific teaching and learning activities, evaluating students, class management**

- **This level and above are the purview of the college or campus-wide faculty per the curriculum approval process.**
- **This level is the purview of the department faculty and department chair.**
- **This level is the purview of the individual faculty member supported by collegiality and peer review.**
Performance Indicators and Their Role in Instruction

What ABET refers to as a performance indicator (PI) is called a behavioral, learning, or instructional objective in other fields [11].

The behavior. The core of a PI is the expected behavior or performance. This philosophy assumes that the student had to do something. For example the student had to demonstrate, create, write, or otherwise produce something. The thing could be a design, product, report, or artifact. The thing could be an action, e.g., operate a machine, use a tool, answer a question, or critique a production plan.

To be a behavior, action is required. Therefore, the behavior needs to be described with an action verb. Actions are observable and measurable. Verbs such as select, create and, explain are more easily defined and measured than understand, know, or experience.

The behavior portion of a PI should help achieve the program and course objectives. There is a wide selection of observable and measureable action verbs from which to select in stating performance. The factors in the following table are often used to determine and state a complete PI.
Table 1. Performance Indicator Factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior Factors</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focus or intent</td>
<td>What exactly is the desired behavior? To make a project plan for a thing, to design the thing, to create the thing, to evaluate …</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centrality or primacy to the intent</td>
<td>You might be primarily interested in the student creating a truss, but in whole or part you have the student answering a multiple choice question about trusses. Answering is an observable and measureable action verb but it might be secondary (but as close as you can get) to the primary behavior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>Memorization ← → Creating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty</td>
<td>Easy ← → Hard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of mastery or instructional step</td>
<td>Introduce ← → Master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>Design a truss design ← → Design a wooden attic truss for a …</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conditions.** A complete PI states the conditions under which the behavior is demonstrated. Analogous to the behavior factors, there are many possible conditions such as time frame or duration, materials, tools or equipment, environmental conditions, information, and others.

**Evaluation.** A complete PI includes evaluation criteria. Remember, a good behavioral verb is observable and measureable. Is the observed thing a written test, an essay, a performance, a product, or something else? What is the instrument and/or procedure to collect the data, i.e., what is the test and/or instrument? The instrument could be your eye or the PE exam. Measurement is describing the test results in an interpretable manner. Are you going to measure by points on a test, score on a rubric, what? Evaluation is making a decision or judgment about the measurement or score. Does the student get an A or B? Did the student perform the behavior well enough or not? Ideally, the PI gives the teacher and student information about how the PI is evaluated and what it takes to pass or get a certain score for that PI.

**How to Teach**

How to teach what you intend to teach can be understood, organized, performed, and evaluated via PIs. In essence, teaching entails the following.

1. Providing (insuring, facilitating) the conditions under which the student will perform the behavior [12].
2. Guiding (modeling, coaching, enabling, allowing) the student to demonstrate the behavior [13], [14].
3. Testing, measuring, and evaluating the student’s performance of the behavior [15].

There are many methods to accomplish the above. To accomplish the above also requires course management, advising, and other teaching and professorial activities. Some methods line up better with some topics than other topics. Teacher and learner attributes influence both content and methods [16].
Teacher and Learner Attributes

The following teacher and learner attributes are important to student achievement [17].

The instructor is an expert in the content. An instructor needs to have content knowledge several levels above the knowledge that students need to master [18]. New instructors can overwhelm their students by trying to teach the students all the instructor knows. The instructor should focus on the course’s PIs. Note that as an instructor of a course you are probably not trying to turn students into miniature versions of yourself; you are teaching your part of the students’ program. Also realize that students are dissimilar from you in significant ways, e.g., they probably will not have your aptitude and desire to be a PhD professor of the subject matter.

The instructor has control of the learning environment. This applies to course management, e.g., the instructor and the students staying on task and on schedule. Focusing on PIs is important to course management.

The student has the innate ability. Some believe that anyone can learn anything given enough time and the ideal conditions; true or not, programs and courses have practical constraints. Admissions criteria aim to best place students. Usually, the instructor has no direct role with placement, but the instructor can usually analyze individual or institutional data, e.g., SAT scores, to inform instructor decisions. Also, the instructor can administer pretests or engage the students in other activities to better understand student abilities.

The student has the prerequisite knowledge. Similar to above, review and pretests can be used to get students up to speed and oriented for the course. Prerequisites exist for a reason, i.e., to sequence objectives and PIs; they should be enforced.

The student has the will. By one theory, anyone can be motivated to do anything. By another theory, learning is up to the student. Those two theories are not necessarily mutually exclusive but as Yogi Berra said, “In theory, theory and practice are the same; in practice, they are not.” In practice, the instructor will not have the time or talent to act as a life coach for every student. The instructor should be aware of student services provided by the campus and refer students to services as necessary. Students change programs to find a better fit for their talents and ambitions. As an instructor or advisor, it is beneficial for a student and for institutional effectiveness metrics for a student to be in a program for which he or she has the desire, aptitude, and preparation.

Instruction Strategies

Successful instructional strategies are related to structuring the learning environment so that the students can best achieve the PIs given the teacher and learner attributes [19], [20]. You can view instructional design, delivery, and evaluation as a project management task: there (a) are goals to be achieved, (b) are criteria and constraints, e.g., teacher and learner attributes, equipment, time, and other resources, and (c) should be a plan [21]. Given the inputs and the desired outcomes, there may be several possible plans. If there is no plan, it is unlikely that success can be
documented or communicated even if the objectives are achieved. Outcomes assessment plans are usually tied to accreditation; PIs are key to both.

There are principles that apply to almost every instructional situation. The following list contains principles and strategies that are pertinent to most learning environments.

- The instruction should be challenging, yet obtainable. Students rise to the occasion; do not underestimate them but do not overwhelm them. Learning is best done in small steps; mastering one step before moving to the next [22].
- The average person takes 5 to 8 practices, with feedback, before they master something. Not all practices or exposures are equal. Students learn and retain the least by mere lecture and the most by the student demonstrating while explaining.
- The instructor is equal parts coach and judge; do both jobs fairly and consistently.
- Provide detailed instructions, the evaluation criteria, and graded examples of past work.
- Assess prerequisite knowledge and ability (preparation for the course), e.g., pretest and review. Adhere to course prerequisites and sequencing, e.g., degree maps.
- The instructor and students should stay on task and on schedule.

**Fairness**

What is most fair and most appropriate is for the PIs, the instruction, and the evaluation to flow in a chain as depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Instructional Flow

![Instructional Flow Diagram](image)

Note that the linkage is directional in delivering the instruction but might be reversed for curriculum and instructional development. If a program goal is to pass the PE exam, we would prudently look at the PE exam to decide what some PIs must be [5], [23]. In teaching a course, it is the instructor’s duty to match instruction to the PIs and then evaluate the performance. The reader might think, shouldn’t the evaluation match the instruction? The evaluation will match the instruction when the instruction matches the objectives.

What is most fair to the profession, the student, and the instructor is that the instruction is focused on the PIs, and the evaluation pertains to the achievement of the objectives. Consider Figures 4 and 5.
To summarize, teaching and learning are improved when a course is built around appropriate course objectives and PIs, especially if they are stated and understood by the instructor and the students [24]. When PIs are taught and accomplished, student success is improved, course management is improved, career readiness is improved, and career advancement is accelerated. ABET accreditation and most outcomes assessment plans require PIs.

**How to Survive and Thrive**

This section is included to provide advice on how to do well in the teaching, scholarship, and service domains and successfully work toward tenure and promotion with the least anxiety. Some basic quality, efficiency, and management techniques can improve your performance in all domains, while improving your work and home life.

Even if you get a position teaching at your alma mater, you will be a professor and not a student [25]. You will be in a new role; programs and professions evolve. Not all your activities and views as a student will or should translate to your new position [26]. When in Rome do as the Romans do; adapt to your institution, senior colleagues, and students [27]. There may be a good
reason that the old timers are doing things a certain way and do not want to change. Avoid political battles. Be a helpful resource. Do your share but don’t try to change the establishment until you are tenured. If you do not have enough to do, work on your teaching, write grants, and publish.

Practice what you teach [28]. Use your engineering and technical management abilities, e.g., plan your activities using value stream maps or activity network diagrams, employ cost-benefit analysis and Pareto charts to prioritize your activities, and apply Lean Six Sigma tools. Try not to do things that are not your responsibility or for which you do not have the authority [29].

Simplify your teaching, e.g., use three or four evaluation categories in a course, e.g., homework, exams, and a project. Use a grading scheme based on points and all points have equal value. Even for face-to-face courses, use course management software, e.g., BlackBoard, to record grades, to administer tests, and to submit homework. Software tools, e.g., Turnitin, can check for academic honesty; built in rubrics and comment functions that can speed evaluation and improve consistency of evaluation [30].

Don’t reinvent the wheel. Partner with senior faculty members and seek their mentorship. Copy the best practices of others. Boilerplate and standardize everything you can [31].

Interact with students as more than a teacher or advisor. Treat students as junior colleagues, encouraging them to be active in student and senior chapters of professional organizations. Encourage students to treat school like a full-time professional job, dressing and acting accordingly.

The best thing you can do for yourself, your students, and the institution is to align and integrate the faculty domains of teaching, scholarship, and service. Ideally, a faculty member’s degrees, work experience, professional memberships, and licenses are aligned with all three domains. The faculty member should embed mission-based activities, e.g., community engagement, into the three domains.

**Summary**

Rome was not built in a day. Be patient and pace yourself. Develop a plan. A logical starting point is to focus on teaching and evaluating PIs. Learn and apply basic teaching and learning strategies (but not all at once). Waste and lack of direction are the new faculty member’s nemeses. Try to get the most bang for your buck by integrating your prior knowledge and experiences, continued professional development, teaching, scholarship, service, and all other activities. By practicing what you teach, you can efficiently accomplish the teaching, scholarship, and service goals necessary for promotion and tenure and have a fruitful and enjoyable career.
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